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Reviewer’s report:

First of all I would like to thank the editor, let me to review the manuscript.

The manuscript entitled "The prevalence and predictors of domestic violence among pregnant women in southeast Oromia, Ethiopia". Overall it was good and rank high enough to publish in the journal of Reproductive Health.

However, there are some comments to improve. Here is the comments:

In the abstract, result, line 6 husband Occupation compare to whom results in OR=3.26.

The conclusion is just repetition of the result not interpretation.

In the body of the manuscript, method, what is the time period of the study?

Overall there are two key point that I suppose it is better to point:

1- Recall bias for the previous pregnancies may result in underestimation of the prevalence

2- For the index pregnancy the time of interview should be considered

In the results why the authors emphasis on the significant association of the being farmer while the other subgroups are also statistically significant.
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